Zero Trust Research Project (ARMZTA) Meeting Minutes
05-19-2023

- Participants
  - Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  - Dr. Soundarajan Ezekiel
  - Drew Rado
  - Jared Giesen
  - Kurtis Johnson
  - Samuel Rocco
  - Nathan Metzger
  - Lynn Munro
- Meeting started at 9:00 am
- Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on May 9th, 2023

Main Points:
- Progress report
  - Drew – Presented reflection of literature review covering challenges in autonomous risk mitigation, current techniques, and possible methods to implement.
  - Jared – Continued ironing and fleshing out literature review including reflection.
  - Kurtis – Began reading the literature reviews from the previous team members to better acquaint themselves with the project, especially Skye’s literature review.
  - Samuel – Began learning about zero-trust architectures, including Maria’s literature review.
  - Nathan – No current specific tasks on this project, and busy with the GenCyber assignment.
  - Lynn – Read Zaryn’s literature review to familiarize themselves with the project.

Discussion points
- Ensure that your papers fully answer your assigned questions with technical details and include a reflection that recommends future implementation ideas.
- Students should update Dr. Ezekiel on any progressions before the meetings.

- Tasks:
  - New students should continue to familiarize themselves with the project and results of the literature review.
  - Analyze the literature reviews to begin devising ideas for the ARMZTA model.
  - Sam should further explore the literature reviews to familiarize themselves and contribute to developing ideas to move forward.
  - Jared should add more technical detail to their literature review.

Adjournment at 10:30am
Next meeting will be held on Thursday, May 25th at 11:00am